MUNSTER COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION March 18 2021
This meeting was conducted through Zoom (an online meeting) due to Covid19 and
Ontario being in a State of Emergency
Thursday, March 18th 2021.

Attendees: Dave Tellier, Susan McDonald, Laura Doane, Barbara Moulton, Bruce Ewen,
Jessica Breckenridge, Tami Campbell, Georgia Reid, Iain Cogg
Guest participant- Frank Stokes
Meeting called to order at 7:20.
Frank had asked Dave as the president of the MCA to deliver an email to Scott Moffatt about
the speed limits in Munster. Please see the email that was in the minutes of October to see this
email that Dave sent.
Dave reported that he has not had a reply from Scott Moffatt. Frank Stokes replied that he was
not happy with this lack of response.
Frank said he would resend. Susan suggested that we ask for more stop signs around Munster
to slow traffic. Frank said many neighbours are concerned about the speeds of vehicles on
Bleeks road. Frank suggested an advocacy position on the board. He said he could do the
position but only this topic. Tami said that something needs to be done. That perhaps speed
bumps would slow these vehicles down.
Susan said that we needed to start thinking outside the box. Even reducing speeds to 40 km
may not work as people are still going to speed.
Laura said that a stop sign at Bleeks and Butterfied was suggested to Scott Moffatt but he
replied people could get hit. Another suggestion to Scott Moffatt was wide speed bumps. Scott
said that it damages vehicles.
Laura suggested that Frank talk to the residents of Bleeks about the speed bumps and see if
that is what they want. Then Frank will make another email about speed bumps to Scott after
talking with these residents. Also in this letter to remind Scott to reply.
Jessica said that the city of Ottawa looked at the reports and Munster was not high on reporting
incidents. When they look at the reports and they look at numbers Munster did not have reports
done. There is an online reporting tool that residents need to report when there are people
speeding. This is an online tool.
We can remind people on the MCA Facebook to report and we can pin it on the top of this page.
Laura will put on the MCA Facebook page.

Frank left at 8:01.
Susan asked everyone to look at their email about the cost of signs.
Maybe we could get money through a grant as it is very expensive.
Iain said the sign could be unveiled during Harvest fest when we are able to have a big party
after covid.

Robin McClean did a great job with the rink. Derek Dout with the city will be by with a key.
Iain strongly suggests that we have an AGM for the residents to attend. We need to fill
positions.
Georgia has started the newsletter but it is on hold as she does not want to deliver it and then
everything is shut down. She does have a year in review,spring gardening ,and new
businesses. Goodbye to Danby’s,New mall update and library update.
Laura suggested for the AGM to be outside as there may be more success for people coming.
Right now it is a max of 25 people. We can have it within the rink boards. Those that are not
comfortable can be on a zoom link but still be at the meeting. We can also invite Scott Moffat
and he can answer the questions about the traffic in Munster.
For the Easter scavenger hunt it will be similar to the Canada Day scavenger hunt.
Frank can do the advocacy of the speeding of Munster job but this will not be a position on the
board.
The plan is that the newsletter will come out at the beginning of April and the call for the AGM 2
weeks later. We will need to adhere to what Ottawa Health advises.

Meeting adjourned at 8:31
Last point for the Scavenger hunt is that everyone will get a prize and there will be registration
and open for all ages.

